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Visioning Sessions
East Rome Crossing
The first week of May, 2021 the East Rome Crossing team hosted a series of visioning
sessions. Visioning sessions were held with:
- Adults living in John Graham Homes
- Adults living in East Rome Crossing neighborhood
- Steering Committee
- NWGHA Board of Commissioners
- City of Rome officials
- Youth from East Rome Crossing neighborhood
- Youth from John Graham Homes
Resident visioning sessions included a virtual housing tour and discussion of housing
in the neighborhood. The leadership sessions included questions about increase
capacity to achieve the plan goals. Youth sessions included a mapping exercise and
visual preference surveys.

AN UPWARD TREND IN E. ROME CROSSING?
What are the key outcomes or results needed to transform the East Rome Crossing Neighborhood into
a neighborhood of choice? The threshold metric is getting market rate homebuyers and renters to
move into the neighborhood. How can that be achieved?
• Eliminate/mitigate the key negative attributes of the neighborhood.
• Eliminate the stigma of public housing.
• Achieve positive investment/development momentum.
• Rebrand the neighborhood to create a positive vibe, creating a positive, distinct and attractive character.

RESIDENTS WERE ASKED:
1.

Before we discuss the vision for East Rome Crossing, it would
be useful to gauge whether the group thinks transformation
into a neighborhood of choice is realistically possible.

RESIDENTS SAID:
(35)

100% YES

*A Discussion was then held on emerging trends including proximity to downtown, home
values, state and region econmic growth, and recent/planned development in and around
the neighborhood.

2.

After a discussion of neighborhood trends, do you now think that
an emerging upward has taken hold of the East Rome Crossing
Neighborhood is and it is on-track to see major improvement?

RESIDENTS SAID:
(40)

No

5%

95%

Yes

VISION FOR E. ROME CROSSING
Participants overwhelmingly indicate that East Rome Crossing should offer a unique living experience
with a distinct neighborhood identity. This will be supported by a unique architectural character, retail,
and housing options specific to the neighborhood.

NEIGHBORHOOD IDENTITY:
Which statement best reflects your thought on the desired identity of the East
Rome Crossing Neighborhood:
A. The East Rome Neighborhood should blend seamlessly with the rest of the
community and be indistinguishable from the other neighborhoods of Rome.
B. The East Rome Neighborhood should be a unique and special
neighborhood that is unlike the other neighborhoods of Rome.
A

RESIDENTS SAID:
(41)

68%

32%

B

LIFESTYLE:
Which statement best reflects your thought on the desired lifestyle of the East
Rome Crossing Neighborhood:
A The East Rome Crossing Neighborhood offers a different way of life than
other neighborhoods because it is more self-contained having local stores,
services for people, parks, and churches, all of which are easy to get to.
B. East Rome Crossing is distinguished from other neighborhoods by location,
layout and housing stock. The lifestyle offered is similar to that of other
neighborhoods.

RESIDENTS SAID:
(38)

B

16%

A

84%

CHARACTER AND APPEARANCE:
Which statement best reflects your thoughts on the desired character and
appearance of the East Rome Crossing Neighborhood:
A. The East Rome Crossing Neighborhood offers similar character and
appearance to other neighborhoods in Rome.
B. East Rome Crossing has a special character, combining traditional small
town character with innovative urban design and architectural themes.

RESIDENTS SAID:
(37)

27%

A

73%
B

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
What phrase best describes your vision of what the East Rome Crossing
Neighborhood can become.
A. The Neighborhood is the neighborhood of choice for people who want to
live in a place where support services help all residents achieve their goals.
B. The Neighborhood is an attractive place of mixed uses where people of all
incomes and backgrounds blend together seamlessly.
C. The Neighborhood successfully merges traditional small town character
with new, innovative housing design along with a retail cluster to create the
most interesting and most active neighborhood in Rome.

RESIDENTS SAID:

20%

(35)

57%
C

A

23%
B

HOUSING
The most popular housing type was Affordable Single Family or Duplex. This could be new build or
rehabbed existing housing in the neighborhood. Overall, participants supported a mix of housing
types to support a mixed income neighborhood. This included townhomes, upscale single family, and
low-rise apartments. Many were open to more modern architecture styles, especially a unique multiunit style shown during the virtual housing tour. Varied facades were favored over a more uniform
appearance to townhomes. Overwhelmingly, participants supported creating enough affordable
housing to meet the need in the neighborhood versus decreasing or rebuilding as is. Youth also
indicated that more housing would have the most positive impact on the neighborhood.
JGH Housing
During the housing tour residents mentioned a few key elements of housing that they would like to
see. New JGH housing ideally should offer some privacy, security, and a central place for kids and
neighbors to gather. Many indicated that they would like to have their own yard (if single family housing
was an option) or some outdoor space that was more private. Inward or street orientation were both
well received. Residents felt the benefits of inward orientation were higher security, that the community
could be gated, and housing could be oriented around a central area where kids could gather and play.
The noise from the train was brought up as current issue.
Senior Housing
Participants felt that older residents want to live with people their age. Many of the older residents live
in their own homes and are not likely to move into a senior housing complex. However, if there were
senior housing built it needs to have an elevator. When discussing single family housing, duplexes,
and townhomes, it was emphasized that there would need to be units that are handicap accessible for
senior and disabled residents in the neighborhood.

Single Family and Duplex Housing were the most popular housing
type for the neighborhood. Either new construction or rehab. This
matches existing housing stock.
Matching housing character is sometimes an asset. The City
recently underwent a project that included having new housing
designs drafted that matched housing styles in South Rome.
Townhomes with varied
facades were favored over
more uniform facades. This
example looks similar to
high-end $250 to $300k
units being built elsewhere
in Rome.

This more modern
housing type was well
received by residents.
The entry and potential
for private space were
highlighted as favorable
features.

What types of new housing do you think belong in the East
Rome Crossing Neighborhood?

RESIDENTS SAID:
Affordable Single Family/Duplex

Mid/High-Rise Apartments

98%

2%

Low-Rise Apartments

Upscale Single Family

46%

51%

Townhomes

59%

Which statement best describes your position on the amount of affordable
housing the Plan should provide:
A. The Plan should provide only the affordable housing needed to replace NWGHA
units currently in the neighborhood.
B. The neighborhood has too much affordable housing already. NWGHA should
offer vouchers to current resident of NWGHA units, which would likely reduce the
number of affordable housing units needed below the number of current NWGHA
units.
C. The Plan should program a number of affordable units equal to the number of
low/moderate income households as recorded by the most recent U.S. Census
figures.
D. I have no opinion on affordable housing.
D

RESIDENTS SAID:
(38)

A

71%
C

8% 10%
10%

B

COMMERCIAL
When discussing the future of commercial uses in the neighborhood one thing is clear, residents want a
neighborhood grocery store. Though there are convenience stores, participants spoke about needing a
place to get produce and meat that is easy to walk to. Small neighborhood stores were also supported
by residents and there is openness to a cluster of stores at a key location. Likely, the best location for
a cluster a stores seems to be the middle of Maple St, around 16th and 17th. Participants felt this was
a central location allowing the most access and there are currently a few existing small stores in that
area. Though 12th st did not receive the most votes, participants thought that the street could have
commercial uses particularly near the railroad crossing where a new restaurant is opening and there is
a vacant store. Residents reported the area on Maple between 12th and the middle intersection feels
more residential instead of commercial now that NWGHA has built new homes there.
When asked how to improve Maple St, youth participating in the visioning groups indicated that
improving facades, more businesses, and murals would have the most positive impact on the street.
Murals on Maple St would support the vision of creating a unique sense of place and identity in the
neighborhood.
Youth particpating in the visioning groups were asked what types of businesses they would like to see
on Maple street. Kid friendly businesses, such as a bookstore and ice cream shop were popular as well
as offering entertainment or places that kids could gather. Youth also indicated that restaurants and
retail such as clothing, shoe, or jewelry stores would also be good additions to Maple St.
Maple Vision
Maple is the key corridor in the neighborhood. From visioning a clear picture of a complete street with
lighting, safe crossings at 12th, mid-block to Banty Jones Park, and other key intersections, and sidewalk
and bike lanes running its length has begun to form. This version of Maple has a new commercial
node at 16th or 17th Street and small shops intermingled with housing along the stretch to the north.
The vibrancy of Maple is amplified by murals scattered along the street on various buildings. Lots are
mowed and there are trash cans to help keep Maple clean.

What Would Make Maple Street Better? (Select 2)

YOUTH SAID:
80%
BUSINESS
FACADES

67%

ART/ MURALS

60%

LIGHTING

87%

MORE
BUSINESSES

?
33%

SOMETHING
ELSE

Recognizing that market demand for retail uses is small, which images
align with your vision for retail development for the neighborhood?

RESIDENTS SAID:
Small Neighborhood Store

73%
New Urbanist Cluster of Small
Stores

46%

Small Shopping Plaza

17%
Neighborhood Scale
Grocery Store

Where do you think new shopping would be most successful?

RESIDENTS SAID:
A. 12TH Street

14%

B. Maple Avenue, North

19%

C. Middle Intersection

53%

D. Maple Avenue, South

14%

95%

SERVICES
The top two services selected were a health clinic and Adult Education/Job Training. The Coutny
Health Department is located just outside of the neighborhood, but doesn’t provide routine medical
care.. When voting for this many residents spoke about a service that is more of an urgent care facility
for unexpected medical needs. Related to jobs, residents talked about the need for a higher minimum
wage and full-time employment opportunities. An idea mentioned was a program for “2nd chance
jobs”. This reflects neighborhood needs survey results that indicated job placement services were this
highest job-related need.

Effective People Policies are important to Choice Neighborhoods
because there are a lot of residents with special needs. Please select
two of following social service programs you think are most important:

RESIDENTS SAID:
Neighborhood Health Clinic

56%
Early Childhood Education

24%
Neighborhood Public Safety Program

32%
After School/ Summer Programs for Teens

32%
Adult Education/ Job Training

46%
Safety
Various safety concerns were brought up during visioning. Youth discussed a recent gun violence
incident on Maple St that resulted in kids being left waiting at a bus stop because the driver was afraid to
stop. With this in mind, most youth still love their neighborhood and largely reported feeling safe. They
indicated that they felt safer when the police officer for their area took time to get to know them and build
a relationship with the community. This indicates that community-oriented policing approaches that focus
on relationships with community members would benefit the neighborhood, which is further supported
from results of the preious survey. Adults spoke about vandalism to personal property and slowing traffic
as safety needs as well. Street lighting on Maple St., Olmstead St., in and around Banty Jones Park. and at
John Graham Homes were prioritized during visioning sessions..

INFRASTRUCTURE
Building off of survey results indicating there was a need for improved infrastructure and pedestrian
safety, youth particpating in visioning groups were asked to map where improvements were most
needed. The top three needs indicated by youth were sidewalks, slower traffic, and bike infrastructure.
During discussions adult participants spoke about traffic calming as well. There is a planned expansion
of the Lindale trail which will help create a safe connection from the neighborhood to downtown Rome.
Youth also indicated a need for bike infrastructure on Maple, 19th, and other east-west streets. Bike
lanes on east-west streets will help create safe connections to the planned trail. Sidewalks are needed
in most of the neighborhood. The areas youth prioritized were Maple St, 13th, 15th, and 20th. All of these
streets connect to important amenities in the neighborhood including existing commercial, Restoration
Rome, and Banty Jones Park. Maple St, 13th, 18th and Olmstead were indicated as needing traffic
calming. Adults indicated the Flannery also needs traffic calming.

BANTY JONES PARK
Youth participating in visioning groups were asked about Banty Jones Park. The opinions of the park
ranged from unsure to love it. Every youth voted for exercise equipment to be added to the park.
Some of these votes may be from association to another local park, Ridge Ferry. In addition to the
exercise equipment a bigger improved playground, grilling and seating for family gatherings, a stage
for performances, and park programming were highlighted by students. Many indicated that there
is a frequently used cut-through path to access the park from Maple that could be formalized with
improvements such as lighting. Though not indicated as a top priority, youth marked lighting needs
around Banty Jones Park as well as John Graham Homes. Improving the park was the second most
popular project students thought would have positive impact on the neighborhood highlighting the
importance and potential of Banty Jones Park as an amenity. This echos results of previous surveys that
prioritized improvements to Banty Jones Park though a majority report not using the park currently.

Implications
for the Neighborhood Plan
The results of the visioning sessions give us guidelines for how to move forward in
creating a Choice Neighborhood Plan for East Rome Crossing. The plan should create
a neighborhood that offers a unique living experience through its identity, services,
businesses, and housing options. During visioning with partners and cIty leadership
there was strong support for increasing capacity to make this vision a reality.
Housing
The plan for John Graham Homes redevelopment should consider the relationship
to 12th Street and its potential for commercial development. NWGHA is known for its
recent high-quality housing and should continue down that path to support mixedincome development at John Graham Homes. The community is open to more
modern housing types that support the existing largely single-family character of
the neighborhood. High density housing over 3 stories should be avoided. Partners
should look for ways to support the creation of enough affordable housing to meet
the current need in the neighborhood.
Neighborhood
The neighborhood plan should work toward building a unique neighborhood
experience with key stores and services. Maple Street is the spine of the
neighborhood and should be the focus of improvements both to infrastructure and to
the amenities found along it. Banty Jones Park is an existing amenity located on Maple
Street that needs investment to better meet neighborhood needs. Partners should
work collaboratively to attract a neighborhood grocery store, which all participants
indicated was needed.
People
The people plan should focus on three key areas: jobs, health, and safety. In jobs the
two areas that have been emphasized are educational training and job placement
services. The focus of health needs is directed toward more urgent care services.
Safety is in the form of physical improvements such as lighting and mitigating issues
at Banty Jones Park. It is also programming to build relationships between residents
and police to work collaboratively toward a safer East Rome Crossing.

